Metallic nanoparticles are used widely in a variety of catalyst applications and further improvement in their performance requires materials characterisation at the nano-scale. The aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) now allows for the routine imaging of metallic nanoparticles at atomic resolution. Especially useful is the annular dark-field (ADF) imaging mode where image contrast is related to sample mass or atomic number. It has been shown that, for pure metals, this approach allows for the number of atoms in atomic-columns to be counted [1] and for the 3D structure of nanoparticles to be revealed [2] . Recently we presented a method for the highthroughput automated analysis of ADF STEM data to produce 3D models of nanoparticles at atomic resolution [3] . By utilising prior knowledge about the structures this allows information such as facet types and surface-atom coordination numbers to be determined on a particle by particle basis (Figure 1 ) without the need for the multiple frame imaging of tomography. However, in many electron microscopy studies, few unique nanostructures are presented and this may lead to unintended observational bias. The next logical step then is to survey a larger number of particles and to move towards more general measurements of 'average' particle properties.
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Here we present our progress towards this goal; the as received commercial catalyst samples were imaged at intermediate magnifications for particle-size analysis (~1-5Mx), Figure 1 . Using this histogram, individual on-axis particles were chosen for high-magnification imaging (~10-20Mx), atomcounting, and model construction, Figure 2 . As this approach yields the total number of atoms per particle these can be directly related back to the sizing histogram. Now we have a collection of 3D atomic models which we believe better represents the overall sample. None of these were so-called 'perfect number' polyhedral and all contain many varied surface atom configurations with a variety of surface nearest-neighbour coordinations and facet types [3] .
Next to explore the range of properties of these particles computer modelling is used. First our preliminary atomic model is relaxed at room temperature using Sutton-Chen potential. This relaxation is justified as it accommodates for any mis-measurement in the experimental atom-column positions and any beam-induced heating. During this step we observe little or no structural reconfiguration but often relaxation of bond lengths of a few percent. With the relaxed coordinates, the electronic properties of the particle can be calculated using density-functional theory (DFT). The ONETEP code for large-scale DFT calculations was used to obtain the electronic density and electrostatic potential of the particles (Figure 2 ).
Using experimentally determined 3D models as inputs for materials modelling allows the inhomogeneous surface electronic properties of catalytic nanoparticles to be explored. Relating the nano-scale surface texture, electronic properties and chemical reactivity of metallic nanoparticle High-resolution imaging from the same sample was used to rebuild atomic 3D models shown above the histogram. Numbered models indicate the number of atoms in each particle. Figure 2 . Workflow of the combined experimental-computational nanoparticle analysis; a) the ADF STEM image recorded with a calibrated detector and used for the column-wise atom-counting, b) the rebuilt structural model from those atom counts (total atoms = 943, atom colour indicates coordination number [3] ), c) the electronic density iso-surface plotted at 0.1e -/Å 3 , and d) the surface in c) but coloured using with the values of the electrostatic potential. View d) reveals points of high potential where strong chemical affinity may be expected.
